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Silence not golden for Catholic Church
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU .
Campus News Editor
Last· Thursday, a large crowd
gathered in the Conaton Board
Room in Schmidt Hall to hear Dr.
Mark Jordan, a chandler professor
ofreligion from Emory University,
speak on "Systems of Silence: Why
Catholics Can't Talk
About Homosexuality."
Amidst the·statues
of famous Jesuits and
paintings ·of wellknown
Biblical
scenes, Jordan proceeded to trace the roots
·of
Catholicism's stance
on homosexuality
and. called those
present
keep·
shouting over the silence that has
cloaked the church's
discussion on homosexuality
so fohg:
Jordan noted that
the sexual scandal. rocking the
church for the last nine months has ·
finally made the discussiOn about
homosexuality impossible for the
church to ignore.
Unfavorably, the scandal has
broken. the silt::nce shrouding the
subject.
"We have taken so many ste)JS

backwards in.the· last nine months, . Gommarah was .originally aQout ..
yet, acknowledging that, it has been "the urgency of avoiding whatever
good because it'has gotten facts on would incur God's wrath, but is
the. table," said Jordan: ·
·
now taken as. encouraging Chris- .
"In a church that attaches so· tians away from same-sex relationmuch ·moral, legal and spiritual ships," said Jordan.
value· to sexual attraction, everyHe cited execution as the tradi~
one has problems speaking about tional penalty for same-sex behav- it."
ior as part of the Catholic "we will'
··Jordan burnyounowsoGoddoesn'tburn
drew atten- you later" dogma.
tion to the
The words "Catholic" and "ho~
fact, ironi- mosexual" themselves have a
cally,
a world of meaning and history be. good num- · hind them, as Jordan delineated.
ber
of
"We need to be ready to have·
p r i e s t s those simplistic words give rise to
within the the rich truths beneath them," he
Catholic said.
church are
Jordan contends conversation
homosexu- is imperative because the church
als, yet the has exerted itself to condemn and
· subject is punish same sex desires while at
s'till taboo: · the saine.time, forced silence is
Dr. Mark Jordan
"Homo- tearing apart the Church.
Emory University · sexuality is
He also criticized the current
that en or.- Catholic tenden. cy to silence talk ,

'1n a church that
·attaches so much
moral legal and
spiritual value to·
sexualattraction,
everyone has
problems speaking
aboutit."

to

for

mous elephant sitting in the living room
that we ignore and just can't talk
about," he said.
Jordan did his best to break the
silence and did not shrink from diving right into all of the graphic details that the church uses to define ·
"sodomy" and "unnatural acts." ·
The Bib!e's story of Sodom

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOUA

about homosexuality by· project~~ . Dr. Mark Jordan from Emory University.tackled the fc:>r~iflden
ing scandal around it.
subject of homosexuality in the Catholic Church during .his talk·
He cited.three reactions to dison Campus this pa~ week.
cussions about homosexuality that
stamp out conversation: the claim bian-gay believers, but in the
"They a:re -not inhabitants of
that such talk is angry, anti-Catho- church projecting scandal on those some dim, distant ghetto - they
believers," Jordan said.
lie and without proof.
·
are in the pews next to us. We don't
"Ministry to lesbian and gay have to reach out - we just need
"We are likely to achieve more
when we speak calmly than when Catholics is never outreach, it is al- to look around."
we shout. The scandal is not les- ways in-reach," Jordan said.

·Xavier contact in Mexico arrested during protest
than the other 30 detainees.
"I know Charlie very well," said
Charlie Goff, director of the Irene Hodgson, a Xavier adminisCuernavaca school where Xavier · trator. "He is always ver:y. careful
students go on summer trips to not to cross the line and jeopardize
Mexico, was arrested recently dur- his residency."
Hodgson went on to dismiss aling a nonviolent protest against the
legations that Goff was leading the
. Costco Wholesale CotjJoration.
On August 21st, approximately protest as completely false.
· Goff, an anthropologist, has
3,000 people participated in a
peaceful protest against Costco, a been the Xavier contact for the
US -based megastore, which had Mexico trip for about 10 years.
·up to 15 students travel to
· been given a building permit only
one day earlier to erect an outlet in Mexico each summer. The annual
. trip may be in danger if Goff's resithe city.'
That evening, Mexico po°Iice of- dency is compromised or if he is .
ficers broke up the nonviolent gath- deported.
"I'm hoping this won't affect the
ering and arrested 32 individuals,
Mexico trip at all," said Hodgson.
one of which was Goff.
The protest came t.ogether after
.Allegations were made that he ·
was "leading" the protest and was almost a year of anxiety that an outarrested along with his wife in or- · let would be erected. Protestors
.der to set an example. .The.ir com- claim Costco has consistently disbined bail was also notably higher regarded. historical landni'arks., the ·
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor
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CEO Jim Sinegal and the company
have done nothing about the peace-·
ful detainees who were beaten by
·.unprovoked police· and thenjailed:
Sinegal admitted in a letter that
he believed the "Jungle Casino"
park to be abandoned. This; and
the lack of urgency to the events fo
Cuernavaca are believed by the
people to.reinforce the company's
ignorance or simple tack of concern for what goes on in Mexico.
Since the arrest, thousands of
residents have once again protested, tl1is time for the unconditional release of the detainees.
Those still imprisoned were released on Sept. 2 a8 a result.
For now, constr'uction has·
stopped in Mexico, as a bailed-out
Goff and others try to reach a compromise. They believe the protest
to be a temporary success ..

OP~.ED:

·.SPORTS:.

.DIVERSIONS;

'1 know Charlie
very well He is
always very careful
not to qross the line
andjeopardize his
resitfency. " ·
-

Dr. Irene Hodgson

Heated debates
on war

'Banger Sisters'
produces

Men's soccer continues
shut-out streak

'
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local economy· and the environ- .
ment.
There are reports the proposed
site was being cleared weeks ago;
well before the building permit was
finalized. Costco is being accused
·of damaging historic murals and
architecture at "Jungle Casino," a
park nearby.

One setback to · another
megastore emergence is the ability of mass retail prices to undercut local; hardworking .vendors,
Six hundred trees would disappear in an already dissipating
. Cuernavaca environment and even
more ecological species would be
put at risk of extinction. .
Goff, who i.s out on brul, urges
studentS to take action. Hpdgson
was quick to echo his plea, "The
students, as consumers, hav.e a
great power to affect Costco, either by boycotting the stores or
· making vocal complaints to officers at Costco."
There are no Costco outlets in
the Cincinnati city limits, although
their Web site www.costco.com
notes that warehouses exist in both
Springdale and Deerfield .Township.
·Costco's code of ethics includes
staples like "Obey the .Law," while
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Brueggeman Center sponsors dialogue
CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor

On Monday, Sept. 23, the .
Brue,ggeman Center for Interreligious dialogue culminated their
two-day symposium with a pair of
speakers who spoke on human
Biologistand animal behaviorist
rights issues.
Jane Goodall, best known for her
work with chimpanzees, will be
A crowd gathered early in the
speaking on Wednesday, Oct. 9
Cintas Center to hear Thomas A.
at 7:30 p.m. in the Cintas Center.
Idinopulos speaking on "Human
The event
benefit the . Rights and the Future
IsraeliCincinnati Zoo and Botanical
Palestinian Relations."
Garden and Cincinnati Museum
Idinopulos is a professor of
Center. Reserved seating is
comparative religious studies and
available for $5-$40. Tickets are
director of the Jewish Studies Proavailable at the Cintas· Center
graJTI at Miami University. He is
the author of many books and arTicket
Office
or
at
ticles concerning the Middle East.
www.cintas.xu.edu or through
Immediately recognizing the
TicketMaster at(513) 562-4949 or
difficulty and severity of the conat www.ticketmaster.com. For
Thomas A. ldinopulos, a pofessor of comparative religious studies
flict he was about to speak on, he
more information about the Jane
··
problems that have faced many nations in the Middle East.
Goodall Institute and
its. said plainly, "I am speaking today
programs,visit
only for myself."
another," he said. The root of the tensions: proximity. At· the source of
At length, ldinopulos spoke on
stalemate, he explained, was the the problem is the fact that two competwwwJanegoodall.org.
the history of the Israeli-Palestin-.
lack of will. What's missing is ing movements are struggling for conian confl.ict and the progression of
the will to make the necessary sac-, trol of one nation~ Land disputes have
tension and problems that have led
rifices and compromises so the · led to the building of a physical wall
the two nations to their present
two peoples can coexist coexjst- separating Israel and Palestine.
·
confrontation~
ence.
"Over 50 years of armed conflict, but
"Proposed solutions are one
ldinopulos specifically ad- still both Jews and Arabs have a lack of
thing, the will to carry them out is . dres·sed one factor that's aiding · respect and knowledge about each

Jane Goodall
comes to Cintas

will

,,

Information
Sessions
.Xavier is hosting an information session for its Master of
Education in Executive Human
Reso.urce Development.· The
session is scheduled for Thursday, Oct. 17 at 7 p.m. in the
Schiff Family Conference Center. The information session is
designed for individuals who
are considereing pursuing a
Master of Education degree in
Human Resource Development. Admission requirements
and financial aid will be discussed. Human Resource Development faculty, students
and alumni .will _be on hand to
explain program requirements
and to answer specific questions.

of

Ftu·vaccine ·Now· ·Avai·Jable
Influenza, commonly called the
flu, is caused by viruses that infect
the respiratory tract. It is spread
from person to person through the
mouth or nose.
Symptoms vary but include fever, cough, chills, weakness, loss
of appetite, and body aches and
pain.
According to ·the American
Lung Association, the flu can be
prevented by getting the current flu
shot. To .. be fully protected, one
must get the new vaccine each year.
The germs that cause the flu change
quickly.
Last year's· vaccine will likely
be ineffective against this year's flu
virus. The flu shot is safe, and con,'~-

'

.

Sept. 19, 6:50 p.m. -A

Enjoy a live jazz band, cash bar
and appetizers Thursday, Sept.
26 at the Cincinnati Museum
Center. There will be three feature
films shown as part of the Enjoy
the Art 20/20 Festival..
Admission is $15 for the general
public $10 for ETA/START
members and 20/20 passport
cardholders. Showtimes are at 7,
8and9p.m.

~-

...

,••

spoke on the
· other's movements and claims,"
he said. "Both Jews and Arabs
are inevitably to blame for hostility. If America doesn't force
arrangements, disconflicts will
go on indefinitely. The question .
ofpeace is a long way away - if
it's there at all."

Got ··a ··good
·story idea?

Get it to Jen and
Liz your Campus
News chicks. You
can email them at

Xunews@hotmaiLcom
or give them a call
. '~t. 74.5~31.22•. ·

Police Notes
Sept. 19, 2:20 a.m. - 3
· students were cited for miderage consumption in the Cohen
parking lot. One of the students
was cited for possession of a
fake ID.

· Omnimax

Flu shots are available to students at
trary to rumor, it cannot cause the
flu. The vaccine is 90 percent ef- the Health & Counseling Center weekfective in preventing the flu. Of days 8:30am - 4;oopm October 15
those who do get the flu even until Thanksgiving break for $15.00
' though vaccinated, the symptoms (which can be placed on your bursar
bill).
are milder.
The best time to get the flu shot
is mid-October through mid-No- Tina Colberly RN, BSN
vember, befon~ the onset of flu
Health and Counseling Services·
season. Full protection occurs 23800 Victory Parkway
3 weeks after invection.
Cincinnati, OH45207-7521
Hundreds of students are hit
(513) 745-3022
with the flu each year, especially
those in the freshman class. Don't
risk taking final exams in December with the flu, or worse yet, post. poning your Christmas break until you're well enough to take exams.
. . ' . ·.... :.... . .. ..... . •·. . ...
.. ·.··•·.
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Sept. 20, 8:20 p.m. - A
student reported her vehicle ·
was broken into in the R-1 lot
and a CD case.containing
·over 50 CDs was removed.
There were no signs of forced
entry.
Sept. 21, 10:45 p.m. -

commuter student was .cited for
. . disorderly conduct and operating a motor vehicle while under
vehicle suspension. The
student's car was also obstructing a firelane and. was im. pounded.

A student resident reported
her car stolen from the Commons lot. Cincinnati Police
were notified and the vehicle
was entered into their database.

Sept. 20,° 1:50 a.m. - A
student was cited for underage
consumption and public intoxi.cation after being observed
staggering on the academic
mall.

Campus Police assisted
Norwood Police Department
with a loud disorderly party in
the 2000 block of Wayland.
Three students were cited for
running a dis0rderly house.

Sept. 21, 11:30 p.m. Campus Police assisted
Norwood Police Department
with a loud disorderly party in
the 3800 block of Ivanhoe.
Five students were cited for
running a disorderly house.
Sept. 21, 1:09 a.m.
Campus Police assisted Residence Life who confiscated a
small amount of marijuana on
the third floor of Husman. The
· student will face internal disciplinary charges.

Sept.· 21,-. H:OO p.m. ·-'-'- ·
Sept. 21, 3:30 a.m. -Campus Police assited Norwood Police
~ith a.patty on Wayland Avenue.
Residents were warne~ to move
the party inside. ·

Sept. 22, 12:45 a.m. -

Campus Police ass.ist~d
Norwood Police with a loud disorderly party in the 1900 block
of Regent. Five students. werecited for running a disorderly
house.
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2002-2003 Ethics/Religion and
Society Lecture Series
Derrick Bell
"Ethical Ambition in Race Relations"
Sunday, September 29, 2002
7:30 p.m. Schiff Family Conference Center, Cintas Center · .
Dr. Bell is a compelling voice on issues of race and class in U.S. society.
He was the first tenure.cl black professor at the Harvard Law School and is
Professor of Law at New York University Law School. Bellis best known
for his series of allegorical stories featuring his fictional heroine, Geneva
Crenshaw, in the book-And We Are Not Saved, Faces at the Bottom of the

Well, Gospel Choirs and Afolantic Legacies.
Riffat Hassan
"The Challenges of Global Terrorism:
A Muslim Woman's Perspective."
Sunday, November 10, 2002
7:30 p.m. Schiff Family Conference Center, Cintas Center
Educated at the University of Durham, England, Dr; Hassan worked for
the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting in Pakistan. She is now
Professor of Religious Studies and humanities at the University of Louisville. In 1999 Professor Hassan founded the International Network for the
Rights ofF~male Victims of Violence in P~kistan. She writes ~n Women i~
Islam, Islam and lnterreligious Dialogue, Human Rights in Islam and Peace
Education in Islam.

Fisk University Jubilee Singers
Cosponsored by the Fisk University Alumni Chapter of Cincinnati
·
Sunday February 2, 2003
4:00 p.m. S~hiffFamily Conference Center, Cintas Center

Derrick Bell comes to campus
EDUCATOR, WRITER, LAWYER, ACTIVIST
The Ethics/Religion and
Society program, co-sponsored
by XU women's and minorities
studies will host five guest
speakers throughout this school
year.
The first speaker is Dr. Derrick Bell who will speak this
Sunday, Sept. 29, at 7:30 p.m.
in the.Schiff Family Conference
Center on "Ethical Ambition in
Race Relations." Like all lectures in this series, the Derrick
Bell lecture is free.
Bell is a compelling voice
qn issues of race and class in
this society. Throughout his 40
year career as a lawyer, activist,
teacher and writer, he has provoked his critics and challenged his readers with his un_compromising candor .and.
original progressive views.
While currently a visiting
professor as the New York University Law School where he
has taught ~ince 1991, Bell is
best known as the first tenured
black professor at the Harvard
Law School, a position he
gained in 1971.

He relinquished his Harvard
post in 1992 when he refused to
return from two-year unpaid leave
of absence taken to protest the absence of women. of color on the
faculty.
Professor Bell is not a newcomer to personal protests of this
character. In 1980, he left Harvard
for five years to accept the
deanship at the Oregon Law
School.
After a protracted s1:<arch to fill
a faculty position there, the top
two candidates (both white males)
declined the position, and Bell was
prepared to extend an offer to the
next candidate, an Asian-American
woman. When the faculty directed
Bell to re-open the search rather
than extend the offer to the n:iinority.candidate, Bell resigned in pro~...
test.
In addition to positions at
Harvard and the University of Oregon, Bell has served as Executive Director of the Western Center on Law and Poverty at the University of Southern California Law
School, Counsel for the NAACP

Legal Defense Fund, and the
Deputy Director of the Office for
Civil Rights in the US Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.
Bell has pubJished several books
and many articles in professional
journals, national magazines and
newspapers. His books include

Race, Racism and American Law,
first published in 1973 and now in
its third edition, Constitutional
Conflicts, a text intendeQ for basic ,
constitutional law courses, and an
autobiographical work, Confront-

ing Authority: Reflections ofan Ardent Protester.
He is best known for his series
of allegorical stories featuring his
fictional hero, Geneva Krenshaw.
Krenshaw appears in We Are Not

Saved,. Faces at the Bottom of the
Well:. Th~ Permanence. of.Racism,
Gospel Choirs: Psalms of Survival
inanAlienLandCalledHome,and
mosvecently, Afrolantica Legacies,
published in January 1998.

-Jodi F. Solomon,
Speakers Bureau

The present day Jubilee singers follow in the tradition of their predecessors who introduced audiences in the North and in Europe to the powers of ~=======================================;
spirituals, and the religious anthems of slavery. The group's history was
featured on The American Experience on PBS.

XU up dat·e·s '.'.·eh
s1· te
l' f.
~

Patricia J, Williams
Sunday, February 9, 2003
7:30 p.m. Schiff Family Conference Center, Cintas Center
fl! .Jll:j;Vl'f,. 01'\'t'HOLlU UNIVUUtl'rY ni
OINCIHNfliTl, l)HlO Zit,Ct IH 1.lb!l1.," ," :.-"=.

Patricia J. Williams is the James L. Dohr·Professor of Law at Columbia
Law School in New York City. She has published widely in both scholarly
journals and the press. She is a columnist in The Nation and the author of

·.··.·.;.,·

The Academy of Race and Rights, The Rooster's Egg and Seeing a ColorBlind Future. Besides her J.D. degree from Harvard, ProfessorWilliams·has
received honorary degrees from Northeastern University and the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice.

Richard Rodriquez
"What's Wrong with Diversity?: Other ways oflmaging Our
Future Together''
Sunday, March 23, 2003
7:30 p.m. Schiff Family Conference Center, Cintas Center

Execi.Jtive.M.B.A,

Progr~m

moves info new, modern
location as latest class
prepi>res to begin

University launches new
look for home pa11e,

Charlie Gallagher to be

honored at upcoming

collegas, news and

celebration

cal~nd~r

Born in· San Fransico, Richard Rodriguez obtained his doctorate in
Renaissance literature from the University of California at Berkeley. An
editor, producer, journalist, he is best known for his television essays on
The News Hour with Jim Lehrer. He is the author of Hunger of Memory,
Days of Obligation: An argument with my Mexican Father and most ~ecently, Brown: The Last Discovery ofAmerica.
·

• UEAAOH

[

The office of web development recently implemented· a
new look for Xavier's
homepage. Changes to the home
page indude switching from the

smaller 640 x 480 format to 800 x
600, addition of links for the division of information resources,
menus moved from the down the
left side of the page to across the

We at the Newswire
want to wish
everyone a great
Fall Break since
there will ,be no
issue next week.
'Til we meet again!

middle, a modified University
master calendar and quick access
to pages for all of the academic
programs the Universio/ provides.
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Wanna start a club?
Call Senator Jay Arns.
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Senator Alex Fajardo is
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SAC and Senate would

-. like .to welcome our
new support staff,
Joanie Weidner to Xavier University. A ·native of Cleveland, Joanie received top honors from the city· of
. Cincinnati for her environmental work and·
is looking forward to
working with the students and staff here
at Xavier.
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Student relations is the
job of Senator Laura
Carnaghi. ·
School got ya down?. ·
Share student concerns with Senator
John Hausman.
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Political parties begin battle over Iraq involvement
BY STEVEN THOMMA
Knight Ridder Newspapers

WASHINGTON - As Congress .
gears up to authorize war with Iraq,
the chairman of the Republican
Party said Monday that the vote
could raise questions about the
character of anti-war Democrats and
become an issue in the coming congressional elections.
·
Democrats said Marc Racicot,
the chairman of the Republican
National Committee, was threatening to politicize the grave question
of war _simply to help his party.
The escalating rhetoric illustrates the undercurrent of domestic
political calculation that is influencing the nation's war deb.ate during
this fall's election campaign over
control of the House of Representatives and the Senate.
Racicot, the chairman of the Republican National Committee, said
at a breakfast meeting he did not
think the debate over war should be
partisa~. He said he was nqt recommending that Republican candi.. dates make the war "the centerpiece
· of individual" campaigns." But he . ~-~!!!
said the vote could be fair game in
the closing days of the campaign.
"It's a legitimate question for inPHOTO COURTESY OF KRTCAMPUS NEWS
dividual voters when they make up
President George W. Bush answers questions from the press about Iraq as Vice President Dick Cheney
their minds," Racicot said. "It's a looks on in the Oval Office.
legitimate issue beca~se it reflects
'
.
upon the character and capacity to National Committe@. "Republicans support for the war on terrorism and career, he simply hasn't been in the Norm Coleman, a former mayor of
are allowing politics to seep into war against Iraq will help their mainstream of effortS to defend this St. Paul. With polls showing the
lead."
contest locked. in a statistical tie,
In a follow-up interview later the Iraq debate. Any politics in a party in November. In keeping with na,tion."
Wells tone's·. spoke~man Jim Wellstone is in a tight box when it
Monday, Racicot said he recognized foreign policy debate is inappro- that, they are hammering traditionally anti~war Democrats such as Farrell said Racicot was trying to comes to a vote on war. If he votes
that.the vote on war would be one priate."
for it, that could alienate his liberal
Democrats claim the debate over Sen. Paul Wellstone of Minn~,sota sidetrack voters.
of ~o~science. He said he meant
"It is disgraceful and wrong to supporters and drive some to vote
only to question the leadership of war· is already political. They ques- for his past opposition to the use of
take a serious national debate with for the Green Party candidate, Ray
.those who would vote against a war ti on Bush's insistence that Con- military force.
Racicot singled out Wellstone, a high stakes for our country and drag Tricamo. If he votes against war,
with Iraq, not their "personality or gress vote before the elections, and
morality."
·
fear that the nation's focus on Iraq liberal Democrat who opposed the it down to the level of political at- that could alienate some moderate
Nevertheless, Democrats cried will crowd out attention to dom!'ls- 1991 war against Iraq and who fre- tack," Farrell charged. "Racicot . swing voters who support Bush.
"Wellstone has problems on the
tic issues such as social security, quently has voted against propos- wants Wellstone gone because he
foul.
is a corporate watchdog, over the left and right," said Steve Schier, a
"He's making a veiled threat, on which they usually enjoy ma- als to boost military spending.
"He has set about to diminish corporate crooks that Racicot rep- political scientist at Carleton Coloutlining how Republicans would jority support.
lege in Minnesota.
. Republicans, who usually ar~ the capacity of this nation to de- resents."
use the Iraq vote against DemoIt's a problem Republicans hope
Wellstone is locked in a close recrats," said Jennifer Palmieri, a more trusted by Americans on na- fend itself. That is a legitimate isspokeswoman· for the Democratic tional-security issues, hope public - . sue," R·acfoot said; "Over a 12~year election· contest ·with Republican to exploit iri other states.
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Autumn's obsession defeated
As quickly a~ the leaves change
Certainly intramural flag foottheir hue and college students ball, in all its majesty, is quite enterditch their shorts for more mild- taining to watch and play. But in
weather garments, college football flag football, it's just as easy to get
becomes the essence of collegiate whistled for a personal foul as it is
pageantry, giving students an in- to inadvertently place your hand on
terjection of school pride as soon your opponent's buttocks (ahem).
as classes resumed last month.
What Xavier students who are
Ho w e v e r ,
fans of football
Xavier students
Va'f:"si"t)I
need-, like any
are relegated to
fi·'', 1,,:J.: ,
other Midwestwatching their faemer, is the crac~vorite teams on
It~,·:•:. l(, 1
ing of the pads, the
their television,
(t~~;a]1~f!
jaw-jarrin~ hit in
far away from the
: ..: ·. '.~--. / .the backfield, or
·d·
roO"r.aPMi to th k · t h
II

"True
college : , iill:iiS:;bne
i':,:·t .
ofth
tve

~~meeg~h!~ ~~~~ fl .',. ~i~i~PA~rt, ov:1~ t~~:!c~n~a;;
.;,>.,; ,,.,.« .-..'..

sodear.

...Jr

who won't get

Aft~rthe 1972 b ~;~~~&f~~~Fa,{tJfub ~::i~~e!~: ~:~:~~~
~a~i~:~a:ef~~~~ Joo.f~~l~ff#~:~::Jay be they accidentally
~o drdop football .Js£,?Ji1)lff/j}j\~l:dents brushed up against
m or er to con, ,, >>"·o:;; ,~
your nylon flag;

1

1 ,,,....
serve funds, and
" ··::
It's quite unrenow many Xavier
alistic to ask for a
students own the-------------Division I-A colpopular T-shirt sold in the book- lege football team this Christmas,
store which boasts, "Xavier Foot- but maybe it would be within the
ball - Undefeated since 1973." realm of possibility to organize fullConsidering Xavier's size of enroll- pad club teams or interhall squads.
ment, if we still had a team, we may This would certainly fill the void
all be wearing shirts that say, that tossing a Nerf football on the
"Xavier Football - In search of that residential mall has often failed to
first win since 1982."
do.
However, college football fans
It is travesty that a university
on campus are forced to wonder: in Ohio is sans a college football
"what if?" True, varsity college team, or at least a club team. I don't
football is one of the more expen- think many Xavier students would
sive athletic prog~ams to finan- care to hear ABC college football
cially support, but perhaps a club announcer Keith Jackson bellow,
football team may be just what stu- "Whoa, Nellie!" as Xavier's tailback
dents need. Beano Cook, an ac- is crushed in the backfield for a 17claimed college football analyst for yard loss, as long as we had a team
ESPN, said, "Baseball might be · to cheer on. At least it would tide us
America's pastime, but college over until basketball sea.son.
football is America's obsession."
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Make your vote count
November 5 is q'uickly. ap- ·
proaching, and I think we all know·
what day that is. It's voting day! .
Before that joyous day arrives,
however, you have some preparing
to do.
First and foremost is registration
which can be done on Monday,
Sept. 3.0 out on the academic mall
and Tuesday, Oct. 30 in front of the
cafeteria at dinner, in the dorrns,
and in front of the Gallagher Center.
The next step is to educate yourself about the issues on the ballot..
Read the newspaper or go online.
One
good
site
is
www.smartvoter.org. It's run by the
League of Women Voters and pre-

sents the issues as.they will appear
on the ballot. The site also contains links to other nonpartisan
Web sites as well as newspaper links
and the Web sites of the federal

where to go for voting and how to
get there. The answer: you can do
it at the Gallagher Center.
So here's the pep talk. Voting is
a very important part of being a citizen of the United States of America;
it's your avenue to the destination
of being politically active. And
yes, your vote does count. Now
there are no excuses, especially
since'registering and voting are all
going to be available on campus..
So be proud! You have stood up
for your rights and what you believe in, a very noble cause indeed.

and. state governments.
Before you know it, Nov. 5 will
be. here. So now the question is

-Marianne Comella
Class of '06

Misunderstood music
BY CRAYON MIICHELL

COPYRIGHT2002

TO

Opinions and Editorial Assistant
Editor

As .I was arguing with one of my
good friends about certain rappers'
talents, I began to think about a
much larger controversy. Many
people in society are very uneasy
about rap as a genre of music.
Some of the statements that
come to mind are those disliking
the violence, sex and flaunting aspects that are in many rap songs.
Mariy of these troubling aspects of
rap are present; however, as a hiphop aficionado, I feel obliged to
defend the music I have grown to
love.
First and foremost, I need to
criticize most of the music critics
who love to bash rap music. I find
. it extremely 'ctisturbing when
open up the newspaper or turn on
the television to find middle class
white America bashing the latest
rap star's album because of its. content
I know this is not a race issue
because people of all colors like
rap music and hip-hop in general.
However, almost
rap artists
come from the oppressed section
of society whether it be economically, racially or both. Therefore,
these critics who claim to know so
much about music really have no
basis criticizing music they know

r

all

nothing about. How is a suburban- an option when you come from an
bred, middle class, silver-spooned inner-city school full of teachers
critic going to tell a rap artist who that either can't relate, or don't care
grew up in the ghetto what to say about the students. Sure, violence
in his/her music? It doesn't work and drug dealing are bad if you are
· looking on it from the outside, but
that way.
I will concede most commercial- . sometimes people get backed into
ized rap music does talk a lot about comers. Rap music relates to those
violence, drug dealing and sex. people who are living that life evHowever, how can one be criticized ery day, even when the outside
for singing about what they know? world likes to forget they exist.
The sex and women-demeaning
aspects in rap certainly aren't the
highlight of the music, but it sells.
Juvenile making a song about
"backin' that thing up" isn't the
greatest song in the world, but we
live in a sexist world that tells us
using women as sex objects is
okay. Are the commercials and advertisements that show half-naked
. worrien to 'sell liquor really any
better than Juvenile video? All
rap music really does is emphasize
Most rappers have grown up in the problems in American society
the ghetto where they had to fend rnost people would rather forget.
for themselves however they could.
To all the music critics that try
Violence arid drug dealing isn't to condemn rap music, I'll leave
the best answer, but sometimes you with these lyrics from Jay-Z's
that's the life they're forced into song Renegade: "How you rate mubecause they have to provide for sic that thugs with nothing, relate
their family. I. understand forced is to it? I help them see they way
a strong weird, .but that accurately through it not you. Can't step in
describes the situation. Working at my pants. Can't walk in my shoes."
McDonald;s for a whopping $5.25
an hour certainly isn't going to do
it, and going to college isn't always

a
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War is bad; hesitation is worse
Some examples include Bush's as you are comfortable living as a inaction or ineffective action enI would like to offer. some comcourages evil people to commit heiments on the letter entided "Patrio- reaction on September 11, his subsistence farmer.
The author advocates we take nous acts. Do we really need additism is not War." T.lle author, re- speeches on Sept. 17 reassuring
sponding to a previous letter advo- and reminding America that Islam mass transit and give up our SUVs tional murders to motivate us?
eating action against Iraq, was is peaceful, his speech to start an to counter the threat - I presume
To debate whether we ought to
alarmed by an ea--~---------- online relief effort he believes a reduction in our oil go to war with Iraq is indeed, not
on Sept. 18, his consumption would reduce the unpatriotic, but to wring our hands
gerness for war, as "T~Twell he should be.
inspiration to threat of war. Well lthink he should or suggest that somehow we were
War is terrible.
cori~inue in "'?p- lead by example and start walking. deserving of the September 11
'
eratlon Endurmg
Hopefully, his feet will be able atrocities is. What is your alternaSometimes war is
preferable to the alFreedom" on Oct. to carry him outside of the effec- tive solution? How do you propose
7, his speech to · tiverangeofthenuclearorbiologi- to stop the crimes against humanternative - in this
America reassur- cal device the Iraqi-spcinsoredter- ity? Understand them to death?
case, weapons of
Personally, I would eagerly give
mass destruction
1
ing us of the war rorists plan to set off in the USA.
effort and . its By the way, conupanSUVandmy
in the .hands of
Saddam Hussein.
plastics before I
progress on Oct. . sumption of oil .
8, his outlining of does not stop with
.
· .
The
author
would sacrifice
states the White - - - - - - - - - - - - events in Af- transportation.
in)r children in an .
House has been reluctant to show ghanistan and more encourage- Along with the .
•
.
Iraqi war, butlfear
evidence concerning Iraq's weap- ment on def 18;his address to'ihe . SUV, you· need to .
niy children' ·a:r~:
ons programs. The ileccessary evi- nation on terror and our fight forego anything
t •
more at risk ifl do
nothing_:_ and so
dence has been in the public do- against it on Nov. 8, etc ... (I think made of plastic
are you. No, I
main since the end of the Gulf War. you get my point -several more and several of
miracle
o·
O'
don't
believe
Iraq has an 11-year history of sub- speeches are availiable in online those
vertingtheceasefireagreements,ig- archivesifyouwishtoreadmore): drugsyouaretakBush dreamed up,
the war to win
noring the U.N. resolutions, and
Theauthorthenarguesthecon- ing. I am fully
elections, get
thwarting the U.N. weapons inspec- flict with Iraq is about oil. Imag- aware that Ameritors.
ine the world's richest oil deposits cans wantonly
ll
richer, protect his
Would exposing sensitive Intel- under the control of a despot consume more·
:r
cronies, or hide
domestic probligence sources and methods truly makethatacrazydespot-whois than their share of
add to or clarify the debate? Should armed with nuclear, chemical. and natural resources
lems. I believe he
we not, at some
biological weap- - especially oil
talks of war bejuncture, trust that - - - - - - - - - - - - ons and has the · - and that much
cause he knows we
our elected 1eaders
will to use them.
of the rest of the
can never build a
have seen the eviYes, Bush is world envies us.
sensitivity big
closely associ- ·
I am also keenly aware that enough to satisfy terrorists and their
dence and are conated with the oil niuch of the rest of the world is ei- state sponsors, (i.e. Iraq), and can
vinced?
industry-all the ther trying to become like us, or never buiid a wall high enough to
After 30 years t.
in the Intelligence
better to under- immigrate here. Nonetheless, I se- keep evil out. Instead, we have to
community, I will
'J
stand the true riously doubt a frugal, conserva- seel,rnut and kill evil in its lair, Iraq.
tell you that if the
~r. "
threat to our way tion-minded, more culturally sen.Iraq's Saddam Hussein has,mur._ · life, don't you .. sitiveAmerica would be hated.Jess .... dered'Kurds, Iranians, and even fel- .
. President's argu· ment were all pro_
think?
D
o
The terrorists and their state spon- low Muslims. He has invaded other
paganda - that is, lies (as the au- you really think a millionaire sors, like Iraq, hate us for deeper nations, started wars, used weapons
thor claims) - the truth would get needs a war to get richer, or that reasons than SUV-envy.
. of mass destruction, and aided the
out.
Bush would trade lives for election
I do agree with the author on two al-Qaeda terrorists. He is starving
The author notes speeches about results? If the cost of oil rises, the of his points. It is indeed our duty and oppressing his own people.
"freedom and justice" would have oil industry wins. If the cost of oil as Americans to question whether Now he threatens us directly and
been appropriate last year at the drops, the oil industry wins our government is doing the fight indirectly. The author. opines,
time of the attacks. He must have where's the advantage for war? If thing. It is also truethat "what hap- "Fighting for the rights of the opbeeri out of to..vn, because I recali a the flow of oil ceases, here's the pened on September 11 was a hor- pressed is noble and justifiable."
number of reassuring speeches by · real story. The oil industry loses? · rible crime against humanity." It The war against Iraq's sadistic rePresident Bush explicitly stated No, we lose; and so does Japan, is in response to the September 11 gime is such a fight.
that we were gqing after the terror- Europe and the rest of the industri- attacks that talk of war first entered
-William N. Steshko
ists and all who supp~rt them.
ilized world. Not a problem as long the debate. We now have proof that
United States Navy (retired)

h

,./'

we now ave prooj
that inaction or
ineffective action
encourages evil .
peopte to commit '
heinous acts. "

'1t is indeed our
duty as Americans to
question whether OUr
d ·
governmen ts Otng
the rioht thinu.
It is also true that
'what happened on
.Sentember
was a
horrible crime
against humani"ty' is
also ·true. "

"The neccessary
evidence has been in
h
bl' d
·
e pu tC Omatn.
since the end o+'-the

Gulf
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Students unite to combatmilita.ry'sdecision
Let it not be said .that people in generation ago, Vietnam. We too to September: 11- without intemathe United States did nothing when · joined the anguished questioning · tional support. How can a· govern-· ·
their government declared a war of millions of Americans who asked ment calling for justice continue to
· without limit and instituted stark why such a thing could happen.
protect itS oil interests overseas at
new measures of repression.
The mourning had barely begun all costs, while holding the world
In solidarity with the over 4,000 when the Bush Administration en- hostage with the threat of unilateral·
signers of the "Not In Our Name" acted a simplistic script of "good military action against Iraq?" . ·
statement (www.nion.us); as wen as vs. evil" that was taken up by a pliWe. believe that all persons de~
those who have signed since, we ant and intimidated media. Ameri- tained or prosecuted by the United
condemn the overall American military and political direction taken
since the tragedy of September 11,

2001.
We believe people of conscience
must take responsibility for their
government's actions. Thus, we call
on all Americans, especially Xavier
students, administrators and faculty
committed to peace and justice, to
resist the war that has been loosed
on the world by the Bush Administration as unjust, immoral, illegiti-.
mate and dangerous. We choose to
make common cause with the people
of the world.
We too watched with shock the
horrific events of September 11. We
too mourned the thousands of innocent dead and shook our heads
at the terrible scenes of carnage .:_
even as we recalled similar scenes
in Baghdad, Panama City, and, a
Aaron Abell
Nicole Anderson
MarkArminio, Jr.
Kevin Batterberry
Jenelle Brown
Amanda J. Corzine
Erin Cox ~
Sarah Doherty
Tim Donahue
FaridEsack

police sweeping new powers of ence that they are being waged in
search and seizure; supervised;ifat . ·our·name or.for eur·welf.are.·We exall by secret proceedings· beyond tend a 'ha~d · to those around the
world suffering from these polic~es~
the reach of the people.
We must take the highest offic~ we will show our solidarity in word ,
ers of the land seriously when they . and deed.
This statement was adapted fr(lm
talk ofa war that will last a generation and when they speak of a new an advertisement published in the
domestic order; We are.confronting Sept. 19 edition of the New York
Times paid for by the contributions
of signers. The adaptation of the
Sept. 19 advertisement is to make
public the feelings of Xavier students in opposition .to the prospect
of more war and to promote further
academic informed discussion and
debate about the reality of U.S. military aggression. This original list
a new openly iinperial policy to- of signers was composed quickly
wards the woriCI and a domestic and in small circles;
.If you wish to have your name
policy that manufactures and maadded to the list for next week's
nipulates fear to curtail rights.
President Bush has declared: Newswire; please send an email to
. "you're ~ither with. us or ftgainst xunion@~otmail.con:i. Students,
faculty, administration,. and staff are
us." Here is our answer:
We refuse to allow this adminis- welcome add their voices. You need
tration speak for the American only to leave your name. For.a compeople and will not hand over our plete list of the 4,000+ signers of
consciences in return for a hollow the Sept. 19 statemenC visit
promise of safety. We say not in www.nion.us. Stand up and speak
our name and refuse to be party .to out.
these wars. We repudiate any infer-

·"U'le believe that people ofconscience must take responsibility for
their government's action~- thus ·we call on ·all Americans, especially
Xavier. students, administrators andfaculty committed to peace and
justice, to resist the war. .. "

cans have been told that exercising States government should havethe
their right to question and dissent ·right of due process. I.n our nan:ie,
in times of national crisis verged on . the government has rounded ,up
treason. There was to be no debate, 9ver 1,000 immigrants and detained
only war.
them indefinitely. Hundreds have
In our name, the Bush Adminis- been deported. Military tribunals
tration, with near unanimity from with lax ruies of evidence and no
Congress, not only attacked Af- right to appeal to the regular courts
ghanistan but also assigned itself have'been created by the executive.
and its allies the right to rain down Groups are declared "terrori.st" at the
military force anywhere at anytime. stroke of a presidential pen.
The government now openly preIn our name, the so-called Patriot
pares to wage war on Iraq - a coun- Act - along with a host of similar
try with no confirmed connection measures on the state level - gives
Kristen Feeney
Steve Fehr
Mike Felger
Scott Fulton
Marie Gasper
Adam Gerhardstein
Tonja Grant
Clare Herlihy
Danlmwalle
Sarah Kalonick

Christopher Kenney
Paul Knitter
Kateri Kosta
Benjamin Krause
Lisa M. Mccafferty
·Stephen K':lffner
Ryan McCafferty
1:errence.McCafferty
Molly McHenry
··):u,. - .
Katie Meyer ·

James Murphy
· Chris Ortman
.. Christopher Penna
Melissa Mosko
Eric Peter
Aaron M. Romero.
Sarah Russo
Danyce Saul
Erica Schmidt
Emily setikh · ·

Annie Sobotka
Jennifer Such
Whitney Thornton
Erin Triplett
Joseph Tyna
Benjamin Urmston, S.J.
Kenny Voskuhl
LaurieWesp
Elizabeth Whitton
·: Patty witde

·-
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There's just one. difference.· No o.ne's seen Xavier's f9otball team
since 1973, 'but:
every.Wednesday you can stillpick up a copy of
. .
'

The Xavier Newswire. That's tradition .
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Volleyball contin.ues- .winning ,ways--in ..

Steve Metzger, Editor .
Sports Desk: 745-2878
XUSPORTS@H01MAIL.COM

tournalllent
BY STEVE MElZGER
Sports Editor

After winning game one, 30-21,
Xavier turned a 4-1 lead into a 17-3
lead in game two after long service
Having won six in a row, the runs of eight points by Hoffman and
Xavier had four athletes win Xavier volleyball team traveled to six points by Cockerel en route to .a
Atlantic 10 Weekly honors on · Charlotte, N.C. to participate in the 30-14 game two victory.
Monday.
Xavier took control of game three
Spring Hill Suites Charlotte ClasXU sweptthe women's tennis sic and continue this streak of suc- early jumping out to a 15-0 lead off
awards as sophomore Lauren· cess.
four kills, seven blocks, three service
Clary was named A-10 Player-ofIn the end, the Muskies ex- aces and a Colgate attack error as they
the-Week and her sister, freshman tended their winning ways to eight went on to a 30-7 game three win.
Kristen Clary, was named. A-10 games and were finally beaten by
Cockerei' finished with eight kills
Rookie-of-the-Week.
the University of North Carolina on 12 swings with just two errors for a
Lauren Clary earned .her first at Charlotte on Saturday night.
.500 hitting percentage as 'well as
award of the season after winning
seven blocks and five digs.
the Flight "A" doubles competiSenior Katey Wygant had a matchXU 3, COLGATE 0
tion at the Toledo Rocket InvitaAfter a close start, Xavier broke high 11 kills. SophomoresKelliEckel
tional over the weekend while open a 15-15 tie in game one and and Annie Kuntz each recorded their
teaming with Stephanie Bauer.·
would not trail the rest of the night, . iirstcollegfate kills hi gamethree and
Kristen Clary won her first ever as they swept Colgate (30-21, 30-. Eckel also added four blocks in her
A-10 weekly award after winning 14, 30-7) in the opening match.
first appearance in a Xavier uniform.- .
the Flight "A" singles consolation
Xavier won its seventh straight
bracket at the Toledo Rocket In- match by out-hitting Colgate by
XU 3, COLUMBIA 0
vitational over the weekend.
The Muskies continued their.streak
a margin of .310 to - .174 and re· Freshman volleyball player
cording 13 blocks to the Raiders' on Saturday morning by sweeping CoMeggie Hoffman earned her third
lumbia for their eighth win in a row.
one ..
straightA-10 Rookie-of-the-Week
The trio of Wygant, Cockerel and
XU and CU traded points for
honor after leading Xavier to 2~ the first half of game one before Hoffman each recorded 12 kills for the·
· l record thi's weekend. She led freshman Meggie Hoffman would Musketeers who out-hit the Lions by
Xavier with 35 kills, eight service lead the Musketeers from the ser- a count of .427 to .070 in the match.
aces and was second on the team vice line. The next 'five points
Wygant also tallied a match-high
with 32 digs.
came off a pair of Raiders' attack 15 digs to earn her fourth.doubfoFreshman cross country runner errors, a kill by junior Kimberly double of the season and third in the
Paul Staudigel won his first ever Cockerel·and Hoffman's two ser- last four matches.
A-10 Rookie-of-the-Week award vice aces.
Cockerel recorded her 12 kills on
by setting a personal best time of
27:02 at the National Catholic Invitational this weekend.

A-10 honors four
Muskies

a

just 15 attempts with no enors for
an .800 hitting percentage, raising her ~areer mark to .326 which·
is just .012 points shy of the
school record set by 2001 graduate Sara Bachus. Cockerel also
leads the team and ranks second
in the Atlantic 10 Conference
with a .401 hitting percentage this
season.
.
. Hoffman had nine digs of her
own and a match-high four service aces to go along with two
blocks.

LINC-CHARLOTTE 3, ·XU
1

Team from Xavier who finished as
. the runner-up after a 2-1 record this
weekend.

XU 3, WSU 2
The rambling troop of girls
known as the Xavier volleyball
team returned home last night and
fought hard against Wright State ·
University.
··. After barely dropping the first
game, 30-27, the Muskies sealed
the deal in the second game when
Hoffman got off a monste~ blast for
a kill.
Down two games to one, Wright
State scrapped back arid forced the
fifth game.
xavie~ never gav~. up ana senior Andrea Meyer ended the game·
with authority. Her impressive kill
ended the Raiders' hopes for
embarassirig the Muskies in their
house.

The evening game on Satur~
put a slight
damper on an otherwise very successful weekend for the volleyball team.
The Muskies played hard, but
in the end; luck was not to be on
their side. The women won the
UP NEXT.
first game, 30-22, but they came
up just short in games three and
The Musketeers continue their
fourlosing by scores of33-31 and long-awaited homestand this week
30-27, respectively.
with games on Friday and Sunday.
Hoffman, with 14 kills and 18
They have improved to 9-5
digs, and Wygant, with 12 kills overall and will open their conferand 13 digs each recorded . ence season on Friday against GW.
double-doubles.
Wygaht and Cockerel were
both named to the All-Tournament

<l~y agai~st

iJNcc

Cross Country
Results
The men's and women's cross
country teams were in action this
weekend at the National Catholic Championship held in South
Bend, Ind.
· The men's team placed sixth ·
out of 25 teams with top finishes
by junior Michael Doran, sophomores Drew Lamaster and Patrick
Rischmann and freshman Paul
Staudigel.
The women's team placed
11th out of 28 teams. The top
finisher among the Musketeers
was junior Jennie Illig.

Men's tennis wins
first match
In their first dual match of the
year, the Xavier men's tennis team
dominated Northern Kentucky
University with a score of7-0.

,·· ..

Women's
tennis
.
.
has strong showing
The Xavier women's tennis
team performed well at the UT
Rocket Invitational as they were
represented in three singles brack- ·
ets and two doubles brackets over
the weekend.
Sophomores Lauren Clary and
Stephanie Bauer showed the form
that had them named A-10 AllConference last season as they
breezed through the "A" Doubles
Bracket defeaitng the team of
Stembransky/Price from Akron in
the finals by a score of 8-5.

GAME

OnTap
•Women's soccer vs. Evansville
at7p.m~

• Volleyball vs. George
Washington at 7 p.m.

•Women's golf at Notre Dame
Invitational
0 Men's golf at Northern Indianapolis

·of th·e

WEEK

VOLLEYBALL VS.

* exhibition match

•Women's soccer alumni game* . Home soccer games take place at
at 6 p.m.
Corcoran Field.,

Sunday, Sept. 29

Home volleyball games take place
at Cintas Center. ·

•Men's soccer vs. Wisconsin at

lp.m; ·

Home games are in bold.
. •Volleyball vs~ Duque8ne at
2p.m.
·

GEORGE WASHINGTON

Friday, Sept. 27 at 7 p.m.
at Cintas Center
The volleyball team begins _,
its conference schedule Friday
against George Washington.
The Musketeers are off to a
good start at 9-5. With powerhouse hitters freshman Meggie
Hoffman, junior Kim Cockerel,
and senior Katey Wygant, the
women look to be tough to beat
this season in the·A-'10:
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Now for·something
completely differen
... in the world of
sports
I

BY STEVE METZGER
Sports Editor

The Reds said good-bye to
Cinergy,· a.k.a Riverfront Stadium,
this weekend. The Phillies came into
town and showed the oldest team in
baseball history just how one closes
out a stadium.
Thirty-two years ago when the
Reds moved out of their previous
home, Crosley Field, the team knew
winning ways. At that time the Big
Red Machine· was just hitting its
stride, and they defeated the Giants,
5-4.
It's nice to see so much promise
for the future. Maybe they'll lose
their first game in the Great American Ballpark, too. That is, if they
don't destroy it while imploding
Cinergy.
Speaking of baseball, I always
thought of baseball as a family entertainment. Trips to the ballpark
were always a wonderful opportunity for father-son bonding. .
.
It seems a father and son took this
bonding to a new level last week in
Chicago. What better way to share a
summer night at the ballpark together ·than by beating up the opposing team's first base coach? It's
comforting to know that the city that
had "Disco Demolition Night" still
understands what baseball is all
about.
Jose Hernandez, shortstop for
the Milwaukee Brewers, is on the
verge of breaking the all-time
strikeout record for a position player
of 189. ·
Baseball is a sport that actually
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Men's soccer handily shuts out

-BGSU
BY JACOB STORK
Sports Writer

Tiest Sondaal scored on a penalty
kick after a UC hand ball in the
box. However, Cincinnati put the
The men's soccer team contin- nail in the coffin on the ensuing
ued their stay at Corcoran Field kickoff. Brown scored on the kick-·
this past week with games against off, beating XU sophomore keeper
the University of Cincinnati and Brian Schaeper from midfield. AsBowling Green State University. sisting Brown on the play was
While they lost to UC, they domi- Patrick.
"We didn't deal with their
nated on Sunday for an impressive
athleticism
and we gave up the ball
shutout.
appreciates failure since a man can
at
critical
times,"
said XU assistant
UC
3,
XU
1
fail seven of 10 times at the plate
coach
Chris
Beerman
about the
The Xavier Men's soccer team
and be considered good, six of 10
defin~tely
don.'.
t think; .
game,
."ano
I
and be called the "greatest hitter · fell to the University ofCincin~.
we
played
as
well.as
we
could
nati
by
a
score
of
3-1
on
Wednesthat ever lived." However, even the
have."
day
at
Corcoran
Field,
snapping
most casual of baseball fans must
UC out-shot Xavier in the
its three-game winning streak.
realize 189 Ks in a season for a pomatch,
13-8, while Schaeper reUC
got
on
the
bo-ard
11
minsition player is a little excessive. I
corded
seven
saves in a losing efutes
into
the
match
when
sophoguess he never saw a pitch he didn't
·
fort.
more
Wiremu
Patrick
scored
on
a
like.
thru ball from junior Tim Brown.
Speaking of great sport cities,
XU 4, BGSU 0
The
Bearcats led at the end of the
St. Louis ranks right up there. I am
The
Xavier men's soccer team
with
Cincinnati
con1-0,
first
half,
so glad to see that the Los Angeles
regained
their victorious ways,
trolling
the
ball
for
the
majority
Lambs, I'm sorry, St. Louis Rams
winning
for
the fourth time in five
of
the
time.
are doing their usual best this seamatches
on
Sunday, blan~ing
In
the
second
half,
UC
recorded
son. I'm waiting for Jim Everett to
Bowling
Green
4-0 at Corcoran
its
second
goal
with
14
minutes
come off of the bench anytime now,
Field.·
remaining
in
the
match.
Matt
or at least·flip another table onto
With its fourth shutout of the
Hayden found the back of the net
Jim Rome.
year,
Xavier has recorded its highon
a
cross
from
Justin
Lewis
to
This weekend continued to
est
total
of shutouts for a season
make
the
score
2-0.
prove that the only excitement that
since
1989.
XU
came
back
strong
with
eight
will be had at Paul Brown Stadium
Xavier got on the board early
minutes to play, as the Muskies
is when high school football is
in
the
inatch with a goai from jun·
scored
their
first
goal.
Sophomore
played there or the Bearcats finally
learn to play football and give Ohio
State a run for their money. That
was tremendous game .. But
do you drop the ball in the end
zone with the game on the line?
Notre Dame continued its unbelievable run this weekend with· a
last minute win over Michigan
State. Touchdown Jesus must have
most certainly been with them on
that play. But regardless of luck or
divine intervention, the Irish are
playing extremely well. They've
got confidence too, which is what
you need to be successful.
That's it for my column .this
week. Please direct criticisms and
comments to the email address at
the top of page 10.

a

11

ior' Charles Morgan in the 26th
minute. Sondaal took the ball deep
into the corner, came. along the end
line and fed the ball to Morgan who
found the back ofthe net.
The Musketeers struck again in the
68th minute when freshman Steven
Barten took a pass from senior Logan
Wallace and blasted it off the righl
post into the net.
Senior Scott Lagedrost took a long
pass from junior Nick Thompson and
scored in the 75th minute.
SopJwroor~ An4y ..f.1m:ell. scqr,ed
the final goal for the Muskies with
just over eight minutes remaining
when he beat the BGSU goalkeeper
to a loose ball and kicked it into the
empty net.
Schaeper recorded his fourth shutout of the year, making two saves in
the match.
·

UP NEXT
With the win on Sunday, the Musketeers improved to 4-3 on the season. On. Sunday, the University of
Wisconsin comes to Corcoran Field.
This will be the last game of the current homestand and before the
Muskies begin their A-10 schedule.
The game starts at 1 p.m.

how

These p'ages are where you read
:about your. Musketeer-s.
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·'The Banger Sisters' will rock your -world

~'tu.llU~IWQ~;w~11~'1.Pl?.:P.1'X.%~JM~;~K.if~Tu~

THIS COMEDY ABOUT TWO OLD FRIENDS WILL WIN YOU OVER WITH ITSHUMEROUS DIALOGUE

Havana is Waiting
A tale of a child's paradise lost
and an adult's attempt to regain it,
Eduardo Machado's "Havana is
Waiting " will open the Cincinnati
Playhouse in the Park's 2002-03
Thompson Shelterhouse Theatre
season. The play begins public previews on Sept. 2 and continues
through Oct. 20.
Tickets to "Havana is Waiting"
are on sale now. Prices range from
$37-$45, depending on day ~d seat
location. All tickets are $30 for the
preview performances at 9 p.m. The
official opening night performance
is Thursday, Sept. 26 at 8 p.m.
Any unreserved tickets are halfprice every day when purchased at
the Playhouse between 11 a.m. and
5 p.m. on Sunday.
For tick~ts to "Havana is Waiting" or for more information, call the
Playhouse box office at 421-2248 or
toll free in Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana at (800)582-3208. Tickets can
also be purchased on the Playhouse
Web site at www.cincyplay.com.

Desire, Tunnel &
Wheelchair
"Desire, Tunnel & Wheelchair"
encompasses a series of multimedia installations by Gagik
Aroutiunian (former professor ofart
at Xavier University), that examines
the transcience of human life, the
passage of time, the vulnerability
of memory and the conditions of
exile and alienation.
On Friday, Sept 20, from 6-9 p.m.,
the Cincinnati Arts Association's
Weston Art Gallery in the Aronoff
Center for the Arts will premiere the
new series of provocative video installations.
The exhibition will run until Nov.
10. Shows will be on Tue-Sat 10
a.m.-5:30 p.m. and Sun noon-5 p.m.
For more information, call 977-4165.

Tokyo String
Quartet
The University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of Music
hosts the Tokyo String Quartet and
new first violinist Martin Beaver for
another series .of chamber music
performances ..
The· quartet's 2002-03 season at
CCM opens Tuesday, Oct. 1 at 8
p.m. in C.orbettAuditorium and features Schubert's String Quartet in
E-flat Major, D. 87, Janacek's String
Quartet No. 1, "Kreutzer Sonata"
and Beethoven's String Quartet in
C-sharp Minor, Op. 131.
Tickets for the Tokyo String
Quartet performance are $12 for
adults and $8 for non-UC students.
Access to the CCM Garage is from
Corry Boulevard, off Jefferson Ave.
For additional information, call the
CCM Box Office at556-4183.

BY COLIN MCDERMOTI
Contributing Writer
What do you get when you mix
plastic, two bags of silicone, a hit of
acid and then Jet it age in the sun
for 55 years?
Why, you get Goldie Hawn, of
course.
The good news is that she's
aged to perfection because she's
pretty damn hilarious in her new film,
"The Banger Sisters." While her
breasts, the topic of a running joke
in the film, are pulling Erin
Brockovich double duty, Goldie reminds us why she was one of
America's Grandmoth ... I mean,
Sweethearts.
Hawn {"Town & Country") plays
Suzette, a good-time broad who's
seen it all and done it all, a once
famous groupie in the 60s and 70s.
Suzette, though, has seen better
days, as the film opens with her vicariously reliving her glory days,
·PHOTO COURTESY OFWWW.IMDB.COM
working as a bartender at Whiskey,
Susan Sarandon and Goldie Hawn play the nice odd-couple in this movie
a Go Go in downtown L.A., watchabout being true to yourself.
ing the new millennium's groupies
bounce to the likes of Buckcherry.
When Suzette is fired from her
job, she promptly falls in an emotional spiral and decides the only · ofa Stepford Wife. Lavinia is as stiff has good timing, and a d_ecent
One unexpected (and welcomed)
way to relive her gfory ·aays iS to ·· as one ofher starched shirts, always ·. scurt;.
aspeet ofdiis filin iS 'WI willingness
track down the other half of her old has the house clean, the perfect famHawn seems to be playing the to elicit explicit language and shock
rock star copulating duo, Vinnie.
ily pl~ased, and hides her past as grown-up version of her own comedy. That's right, shock comBeing ·that Suzette and Vinnie's efficfoht!y as placing a doily ·over it · daughter's character froffi"Almosf · edy, almost atthe level of "Ameriglory days were the 6os and 70s, it - until, of course, Suzette comes Famous," with Kate Hudson as can Pie," "Road Trip," or "Van
is only appropriate that "The back into
Penny Lane. Wilder," such as vomiting, manual
Banger Sisters" has a road trip. No her life.
Sarandon plays stimulation, and polaroids of rock
Suzette,
her usual older- star genitalia. At least, it's in confilm from the days of easy riders,
graduates, and raging bulls was through the
but-still sexy, re- text with the film, and not thrown in
complete without one.
film's one
pressed-but- for shock sake.
On her way from L.A. to Phoe- convenient
still-wild houseFor a baby-boomer road trip
nix, Suzette runs out of gas - and c o i n c i wife. This is an down memory lane, you could do
money - and into the disinfected d e n c e ,
old hat for her, . worse than "The Banger Sisters."
· and she plays ir Hawn and Rush make a hilarious odd
arms of failed Hollywood. writer, s a v e s
Harry Plumber (Geoffrey Rush, Lavinia's elwell. It's more couple, and so do Hawn and
"Quills"). Lucky for Suzette, obses- dest daughthan just type- Sarandon, until Sarandon lets her
sive-compulsive Harry cannot ter (Erika
c a s t i n g ; hair down (or cuts it off) and simiS a r a n d o n larly goes wild, scaring her family.
stand the filthy community bus he Christensen,
is riding to Phoenix, so he'll spot "Swimfan"), a valedictorian on acid, brings something to it and has fun Suzette's desperate dignity is unher a tank of gas if she gives him ~ from a prom night gone awry- and with it.
founded and unflappable, and is as
ride.
must deliver her home to her furnChristensen, as Layinia's daugh- powerful as an electric magnet. ·
Harr)r reveals to Suzette he has a ing mother. It is Suzette's presence ter Hannah, seems to be channelSo powerful is Hawn's Suzette
gun with one bullet, which is. in-. thatthrow's Lavinia's well-ordered ... ing her previous .two films .. She .. that she.wins over ever.ybody in the
tended for his father, whom he world off orbit and compels L;ivinia played a free-basing teen in "Traf- film and makes them bend to her wild
blames for his failing as a writer. to bring out the inner Vinnie.
fie" and had ·sex in a pool in ways. Of course by the end of the
Upon arrival, Suzette and Harry tell
The film is surprisingly weil done "Swimfan." Here, she does both: film, she has the same effect on the
each other off in their separate Ian- and entertaining, which is refresh- doing acid and having sex in a pool. audience. '
guages (Hippie and WASP, respec- ing for the audience. The charac- What a shining example of today's
tively) before embarking on their ters do not act in ways convenient teen thespians stretching her actseparate journeys, with Suzette ze- to the script, but as radically varied · ing wings to. try something chalroing in on Vinnie's happy home.
people; they also talk and reason lenging. I,:avinia's younger daughBut Vinnie is now Lavinia (Su- like human beings, not faceless ter is played by Sararidon's own
san Sarandon, "Igby Goes Down"), Hollywood cutouts. "The Banger daughter, EvaAmurr~ as an obnoxand has assumed a new life: the life · Sisters" is competently directed, iously spoiled' adolescent.

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before September 24 ...
Beck Sea Change (Geffen) ... Jim Breuer Smoke and Breu (Hardcore
DVD same day)(Comedy Central) ... Cky Infiltrate.Destroy.Rebuild
{Island) ... Alice Cooper Dragon Town (two-CD live show) (Spitfire
Active) ... Peter Gabriel Up (Geffen) ... bed (pe) The Big Nothing(Jive)
... Ted Nugent Craveman-(Spittire) ... Uncle Kracker No Stranger to
Shame (Lava/Atlantic)
... all dates are tentative.
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live Wires

Friday, September 27

Sunday, September 29

Freekbass
@Mad Frog

Public EJ11eny
·@Bogart's

Saturday; 8eptember 28

Tuesday, Octo.ber 1

.TheArgument
@Top Cats ·

Chevelle@Bogart's
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Robin Williams thrills in 'One hour photo'
'

.

NEW FILM' BECOMES A CREEPY THRILLER VERY SLOWLY BUT WITH DEVASTATING EFFECTS
Nina (Connie Nielsen), Will (Michael
Vartan) and their son Jakob (Dylan
Smith).
The gravity towards the Yorkins
In "One Hour Photo," Robin Williams finishes his dark trilogy of is not sexual for Sy. It's his growing
films this year with his best perfor- daydream desire to be a member of
the family which is taking over realmance of the three. ·
The black comedy, "Death to ity. He often envisions himself as
Smoochy," proved to be a bit long "Uncle Sy."
. His beige apparel and pale skin
and somewhat too dark; but Williams gave numerous moments of give him an eerie aura even before
hilarity throughout. The thriller "In- he starts to narrate.
Gradually enough through massomnia," gave him a better, tighter
fjlm to work in, and you can see the sive screen time; Williams gamers a
results.
It's "One Hour Photo"
that lets Williams take center
stage, proving he is still one
of the most underrated and
unused dramatic actors today.
His character is Sy
Parrish, the longtime photo
clerk at a retail store called
SavMart.
.There's n~thing truly offthe-wall unordinary about Sy,
but every minute longer he
fills each frame and narrates
the history of pictures, he seems tangible creepiness. Where first we
see hil}l as lonely and delusional,
creepier.
Living in a scant, cleanliness-is- he slowly morphs into a dangerous,
godliness apartment with no loved volatile man.
After Sy gets fired, he begins to
ones, he has grown attached to one
picture-perfect suburban family · b!ur reality and become a real threat
whose photos he's been develop- to everyone from the Yorkins to his
ing for years. He has an entire wall boss(GaryCole). ·
Before dfrector Mark Romanek
completely devoted to their pie- ·
tures, to which he's stolen .extra took this film. on, he gathered criti·.
prints ofover time.
cal acClaim for 'his controversial
The family ofthree is the Yorkins: Nine Iilch Nails video, "Closer."
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Contributing Writer

..

RJD2

Deadringer
(Capitol)
:~,

-~(

'.':~<"'~!~\

A must for underground
hip-hop fans
· Years ago, artists such as DJ
Shadow and Dan the Automator
brought the idea of srunple-based,
purely instrumental hip-hop songs,
referred to as "blunted beats,'' to
the world in the shape of highly respectable albums.
In a more broad sense, Moby has
found his popular calling by utilizIng samples in his music on his· last
two albums..
New to the list of sample-based
artists is RJ Krohn (known as RJD2)
of Columbus, Ohio. Already an C?Stablished artist in the hip-hop underground because of his previous
releases, RJD2 is far from a new
name to those "in the know." Yet
with his first major release,

Romanek gives the movie.an abundance of detail and it is better because ofit.
Wheri we first see Sy's car, two
things should be noticed. It's an
Echo, signifying his repeating endless life, and the windshield is starting to crack, mirroring his
character's downfall under the daily
weight of loneliness and lack of
purpose. ·
Everything about him is crafted
with meticulous detail: the vest he ·
wears every day is perfectly ironed
and the patch. of.hair sprouting ... '----'-------=----=
from his bald spot is·always combed
the same way.
Robin Williams .makes .a better creep than he ever
If you don't close your eyes did as a lovable doctor.
during the horrifying dream sequence, you can notice that at ~he
last moment, Sy's eyes are fully red tion with irony, showing Sy as a piti- son, Jakob.
At times, "One Hour Photo" is
:_another strange connection to his fully desperate man who wants in
unhealthy bond he makes with ori the perfect family, to which they overly-'creepy and slow, but Will.iams and Romanek successfully
are definitely not.
photos and life.
.
Taken one step further, Sy nar- build a web of tension that encomThe supporting roles in the
movie are just enough to take you rates about the deceitfulness of passes the whole film. The subtleout of Sy's life long enough while photographs themselves. He men- ness and realism of Sy won't give
he lingers between appearances. tions how if all one had to go on to you that horror, slasher film jumpNielsen and Vartan work well as the judge a person were their photo- out-of-your seat scare.
What it will do is leave you with
Yorkins, and little Dylan Smith does graphs, tJl.en everyone they would
an uncomfortable, edgy feeling as
an especially good job with his piv- meet lived a happy, perfect life.
otal role.
''Nobody takes a picture ofsome- you leave the theater. Williams deFor short periods of time, we're thing they want to forget," Sy says. serves credit for that, as well· as
The final disastrous confronta- credit for being an incredible actor
allowed to glimpse closer in the real·
home life of the Yorkins. Nina is a . tion is truly chilling and the last few who is still trying to find unconvenmaterialistic woman who is quick to remarks Sy whispers toward the end tional roles.
blame escalating family troubles on of the film, hinting to the secret past
her husband; Wifl, who has other ·· ofWIU Yorkin, completes the ti'liii's
things on his. mind besides
them
. dark shroud.
.
..
and work.
·· · .
In the end, there's no one to symRomanek coats the whole situa- pathize with except for the innocent
,.-.~.~

Deadringer (Definitive Jux ominous song "The Horror."
Records), RJD2 is finally receiving
Despite all of it's shining quali- ·
the acclaim he deserves.
ties, this album falls just short of
AlthoughDeadringer is reminis- excellent in it's quality of produccent of other "blunted beats" al- tion because .of two. songs. The
bums, RJD2 retains his individual- track "Shot Itl the Dark" is meanity by using vintage vocals in his ingless and "Chicken-Bone Circuit"
superb .creations and traditional seems too tedious in comparison
rock song structures.
with every other song on the album.
The greatest example on this alOn Deadringer, however, the.
bum of this style rests in the song pros far outweigh the cons. Decid"Smoke & Mirrors." Beginning with edly different from other hip-hop
eerie strings and keyboards, the · productions on the market, this
song blasts into its complete, soul- piece of sampledelica is a mustful glory with the aid ofa heartbreak- . have for all true· fans of the under- .. ·
ing vocal sample and battering per- · ground hip-hop sound.
cuss ion.
This album shouldn't be com. -TimFair
pletely labeled as a sample-based
Contribµting Editor
album because there are many
songs in which the producer is
joined by different MCs ("rappers")
such as Blueprint, Jakki, anq
Copywrite. Although each MC has
skills that impress, the best pro·
ducer/MC combination existS on the
song "June."
Through the use of keen samples
from the psychedelic era of rock &
roll, there exists, between the two
verses that Copywrite delivers, a
breakdown that amazes the ears and
the mind ..
Upon first listening, there are the
obvious gleaming tracks that cry
, out for the repeat button. These
moments are found at the end of
songs such
''Good Times Roli
Pt. 2,'' "Cut Out to FL" {what an
amazing scratch sequence!) and the
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Can 'The Breakfast Club' stand test o.f time?
· DIVERSIONS EDITORS .DAN AND JIMMY BATTLE IT OUT ABOUT THIS TEENAGE CLASSIC
et any of the characters deviate
from this path.
Judd Nelson and Emilio Estevez
The movie fails to entertain bemade a good movie. That's right,
cause it never does anything that ·
they did it together. John Hughes'
wasn't expected. The movie is pribest movie was the trendsetter of
marily based off the students' diaalmost every other high school
logue while they wander the school
movie made since.
and smoke pot in the library.
This movie, in contrast to most
The characters never say anyhigh school movies today, was
thi~g we wouldn't expect them to
special because of its stereotypes.
say.
There was the jock (Emilio
A bright spot to the movie is Paul
Estevez), the nerd (Anthony
Gleason as the principal. He offers
Michael Hall), the princess (Molly
a common enemy to the students in
Ringwald), the bad ass (Judd
his love-to-hate role as Principal
Dan SAYS:
Vernon.
Nelson), and the silent misunderstood girl (Ally Sheedy). Should
Even the principal is forced to
The test a movie has to take be- play the stereotypical role of a stem,
we credit Hughes for making high
fore it cari be classified as a great rule-preaching man who's only goal
school stereotypes? No. Should
movie is if it can stand the test of is to screw over the students he diswe credit him for being the first to
PHOTO COURTESY OFWWW.JMDB.COM
time,
and "The Breakfast Club" does likes.
use them in a movie? You bet.
not
come
close to passing.
The setting of the movie is Sat- The kids of 'The Breakfast Club' helped a
Another example is the goodurday detention, however, Hughes generation understand their classmates.
In the movie, we see a group of natured janitor who is the friend of
·very diverse students being pun- every student and isn't prejudiced
is not quick to let the audience know
characters
come
nearly
full
circle
Club"
and
Hughes
progresses
all
ished with a Saturday school deten- against his career choice.
what each character has done to desince
the
morning,
and
practically
of
its
characters
and
doesn't
leave
tion
for various reasons.
serve the punishment. This is just
· They take a group of stereotypidissolve
the
stereotypes
Hughes
Within
the group we see the ste- cal characters and put them in a steanother curious draw the movie has
anyone behind.
first labels them. This is just one of
The writing in this movie was reotypical jock, nerd, rebel, prissy reotypical position of students
to it.
the
ways
this
movie
was
so
good.
·
amazing.
The dialogue was in some girl and outcast. Each ofthese char- against authority and have them act
"The Breakfast Club" offers
Most
high
school
movies
since
cases
light-hearted
and other times acters come with their own baggage stereotypically.
enough diversity through the fiv~
have
tried
to
emulate
the
type
of
serious.
However,
Hughes keeps that will be unloaded during the
characters that the viewer can't help
If someone were to tell you about
movie
Hughes
made
in
1985,
howyour
attention
even
though
the stu- movie.
but to relate to at least one of them.
a movie and used that statement to
The problem is this cliched group . descr.ibe ·the,movie;··how many
The different conversations during · ever, most of the characters of those . dents -never leave the school ..
.the eight hour detention demon- films are incapable of breaking their grounds. There really isn't a dull of students have nothing interest- people would want to see it? This
ing to offer. It's· as if John Hughes, movie may have been hailed as a
strate just how different the stu- own stereotypes. Take a look at moment in the movie.
The last point to make is maybe the writer and director, made a list of classic when 'it came out, but it
dents are from their initial stereo- Stifler from" American Pie." What
type of character progression did the most astounding. Hughes made the stereotypes these high school doesn't hold up when you look at it
types.
By the end of the movie, all the that guy have? "The Breakfast a high school movie that was inter- · students have to follow and never without the hype.
esting, enjoyable, hnd very entertaining without blatant sex or violence. Yes, the kids smoked some
pot, but it was so innocent that it
barely had any relevance in the
movie.
"The Breakfast Club" utilizes interesting characters and breaks stereotypes, all this in the setting of
detention, to create the most classic high school movie of all time.
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. NEED 'PARKING? ....

You want proof God ain't just a bunch of rules,
. archaic stories and hooey?

THE.
Tl1S.T·I-MONIAL:S
1720 Dana Ave.
Cincinnati, Oh. 45207
Phone: (513)396-7867
Fax: (513)396-7869
www.ez-stor.com

•;: '· ··-

(JLQSE:Sf9c@:AMPIJStelN!f~S;,eENFE:R.

Ordinary students share their amazing stories of
answered prayers & true blessings during their
"XU Experience"!
This Issue ...

"God: The Other Sacred Meat"

.

Includes a couple of good answers to some tough
questions about God and testimonials of XU
experiences that could have been
"Nothin but God"!!!

CALL US FOR DETAILS

Curious? Skeptical? Interested?
Pick up a copy at the Gallagher Info desk
TODAY!!!
.

If you wanna share an amazing story of a true
blessing during your "XU Experience," email it
·
(in 300 words or less) to:
·Praisehimxu@Jlahoo.com

"Coincidences: God's way of being anonymous"

EUROPEAN SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM
In
Maastrlcht, The Netherlands
May 19 to June 16, 2003
•

Spend 4 weeks in Europe

•

Live and study at the University of Maastricht
in The Netherlands

•

Earn 6 credit hours

•.

Travel with Xavier
students and· faculty

•

Visit' the European Commission and businesses

A
"""'

INFORMATION SESSION
MONDAY, September30, 2002
1:30 to 2:45 p.m.
CBA, Room #1 '1
For more information, contact:
Ms. Cindy Stockwell (WCB, 2nd floor. Tel: 745-3131)
,.•.,.

We·can.make it happen!
. ,,

~

-Advertise with the Newswire.
Call Lisa at 745-3561.

,•

~-T

r
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Stephen Hough brings his
brand of classical piano music to
· the G-Spot Theatre today at 2:30
p.m. Following this recital will be a
discussion entitled, "Hey, remem~
her when· this place almost burned
- down?"
·

September 25
Jonathan, errrr ... Janet Reno
is not somebody you want to mess
with. She had no qualms about
fire-bombing Koresh in Waco, nor
about sending armed guards in to
retrieve Elian the alien. The bott<;>m line is that this dude is neither
easy to deal with, nor easy on.the
eyes.
Four irrefutable facts: I) Nobody ages faster than a female
porn star, 2) Listening to
Radiohead when you're drunk
makes you wantto kill yourself, 3)
It is easier to build' a nuclear bomb
from scratch than it is to figure out
the exact age of a Cuban baseball
player, and 4) If the world ended
today, somehow the Romero Center would still find a w:ay to have
International Coffee Hour from 3 :30
until 4:30 p.m.
Today is also One Hit Wonder
Day. Please keep people such as
Dexy's Midnight Runners, Vanilla
Ice, and Skee-Lo in your prayers,
as they all seem to have lost something very important to them their careers.
The Big Bad Jazz Band lights ·
up Ryan's Pub tonight at 7:30 p.m.
Afterwards, the Pub will be host- ,
ing "Janet Reno's Dance Party."
Students are encouraged to come
· dressed as your favorite government official: I will give five dollars to anyone who comes dressed
as Monica Lewinsky ... preferably with the accessories'.

I 1lllJ ;~ •14\1
September 26
The G-Spot will be officially
dedicated today at 5:30 p.m. Expect the majority of people attending this event to be women,.
as men often have difficulty finding this elusive location. Gents,
ask Janet Reno how.to find it.
Voices ofSolidarity, Xavier's
Latin American issues awareness group, will be holding its
weekly meeting tonight at 9 p.m.
in the Dorothy Day House. The
president of this group is none
other than the recurring Calendar City figure Chris Ortman,
who believes not only are Latin
American issues a hot topic, but
so are the women.
I am going to Dana's tonight.
Have a nice day.

··FR I DAY.·
September 27
The women's soccer team finally has a home game tonight
against Evansville.· Xavier Shi-·
dents who attend the game will
be dazzled by the talent these girls
possess, as well as by the fact
that we have a women's soccer
team.

who play at Riverbend Music Center tonight. ·It's so much better
when everyone is in. Are you in? .

l®lll~l•'4\1
· September 30 ·

kf41·1UtJ•JN4

Are you a registered voter? If
.you aren't, you probably vote just
about as often as most people who
. September 28 .
are registered. Exercise your right
With aUthe talk of Tiger Woods .. . to .vote by registering. today on the .
academic mall. This will also be
these days, the Senior PGA Tour
going on all day tomorrow at locadoes not draw that large of a crowd
That's hot.
anymore. I think their ratings·
tiOns all over campus. Props to
The volleyball team has apparEarthcare for giving students this
would be greatly boosted if they
opportunity.
·
ently decided to remain in' the state
refused to allow the senior pros to
Newswire staff member Elizathis weekend as they host A-10 rigo to the bathroom until after they
beth "Riz" Boneau finally turns 2 I
val George Washington tonight in
had finished the I 8 holes. "Detoday. If you see her on campus,
the 'Tas at 7p.m. Get out and suppends" would.become an official
wish her a happy birthday. If you
port these young ladies. For God's
sponsor of the Senior PGA Tout.
see her at the bar, buy her a drink.
sake, they wear spandex shorts.
Speaking of golf, the Fenwick
What more could you ask for?
Open takes place today at Pebble
The freshman "Get Away" ReCreek Golf Course at 2 p.m ..
Moe. brings his jam band style
treat begins tonight. One retreat will
September 24
b!l held Friday night, and another
of music to the Taft Theatre tonight
on Saturday. Chris Penna, one of
at 7:30 p.m. I think this would be
Today is World Vegetarian Day.
the leaders ·for the retreat, will be
better .if Moe from the Three
· Expect ail cannibals to be protestthere both nights, as he refuses to
Stooges wenfo~ tour. We all know
ing today, as they do not have a
graduate until he gets a freshman
he was the brains of the operation. · recognized holiday. Perhaps ifthey
girl's phone number. Keep tryin',
I doubt' Moe would ever do this,
didn't scare the living crap out of.
Penna.
because side projects hardly ever . people ...
work·.. , or because he's dead.
· A decade ago, I never thought I
Xavier's Wind Ensemble perwould be at 21 and living in Cincinforms in the Long Recital Hall tonati: I foell have betrayed the'greaf
night at'7 p.ni.
admissio1f wilt' ·
city of Cleveland. However, Ciricinbe granted to any students who September 29
nati has something this weekend .
actually know where this hall is.
that Cleveland does not. No, I am ·
Them.en's soccer'team takes on
As there will be no issue next
not talking about a losing football · Wisconsin today at 1 p;m. on the
week, have a great break.
team. I am talking about Incubus,
Murphout.
Core.

TUESDAY

SUNDAY

Free

For classifieds info call Renee at 745-356 I or e-mail her at orange_Jlamingo4@hotmail.com.

Help Wanted
Mt. Lookout family seeking nonsmoking energetic sitter in our home
for our four cbildren, ages 10, 6, 4
and I. Thursday evenings, some
Saturdays and occl_lsional weekdays. Must provide own transportation. Can be flexible. Call 32 I-6146.
HIRING salaried salespeople,
campus reps, and on-site staff.
Contact www.studentexpress.com
or I-800-787-3787 for details.
Earn up to $90/day. We are
seeking childcare for our I 9-month
and 4-year-old sons in our Terrace
Park home. Help is needed Fridays
8am-5 pm. Please call 83 I-5225 for
more info.

NEED CASH???
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
SPRING BREAKERS 2003
Everybody'!! Records w.a11ts y9ur .. sponsoi:ectby ~lt~clent Expr~ssJ.
frav.el with .STS,.A.weri~as # l Stu"'.
wellcaredforCD's,LP'sandDVD's Cancun, Acapulco,Mazatlan, Jadent Tour Operator.. Jamaica,
in exchange for $$$ or store credit. maica, Bahamas, South Padre, Las
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, or
We offer a wide selection of Rock, · Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza: Book early
Florida. Sell trips, earn cash, travel
Reggae,-Hip-Hop, R&B, _Punk, and get FREE.MEALS! Student
free: Info/ reservations call: I -800Blues and more. Including posters, Express sponsors the BEST PAR648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
stickers, patches and buttons. TIES and is NOW HIRING salaried
Everybody's Records 6106 Mont- Salespeople, Campus Reps, and
gomery Road at Ridge.
On-site
Staff.
·Contact
www.studentexpress.com or 1-8005BR & 4BR- Very large, newly
787-3787 for details.
· renovated apartments close to
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the
campus. These apartments feature: ·
best spring break prices! South
a sunroom, a dining room, ceramic
#I Spring Break Vacations! Padre,.Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
tile, plush carpet, ceiling fans, launI I 0% ~est prices! Mexico, Ja- Acapulco, Florida and MardiGras,
dry, air conditioning, off-street parkmaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas. TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,
ing, security lighting, garbage disBook now and save. Receive free EARN$$$. Group Discounts for 6+.
posal, dishwasher, and new applipartiel! and meals! Campus reps -888-THINK-SUN (1-888-844-6578
·ances. Available immediately. For
wanted! Call 1-800-234-7007. dept2626)
I . ashowingcalllanat513-388-9979
www.endlesssummertours.com.
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
or 513-253-7368.

For Rent

Attention

3 bedroom and I 1/2 baths at
189'.4 Waylang .(\.v~. N~wlY. rei:i;iocJ-.
eled, equipped kitchen and off
street parking. $75.0 per month.
Call 53 I.-7301.
Room mate(s) needed. ASAP!
I 754 Cleneay, $280~350 a month.
Extremely close to campus, 3
minute :walk, I minute bike ride.
Pool table, dishwasher,. off street
parking, and cable. Call 531-2017.
APARTMENTS & HOUSES:
Rent now fornext year and get first ..
choice of these huge, newly renovated deluxe· apartments in safe,
secure neighborhoods! Featuring
amenities such as: ceiling fans,
faundry,AC, off-street parking lots,
and fully equipped kitchens with
new appliances. Call Ian 388-9979
or253-7368.

